Time Out on Fournis…..
(pop.1600)
Between Samos and Ikaria, thre is a tiny archipelago of 3 islets known as the Fourni Islands. It is rugged and wild, with the laid back
atmosphere of the Greece of the 70´s. We imagine it as Greece´s Faroe Islands! Sort of like the land that time forgot. Once the lair of
Maltese pirates, today it is home to a large fishing fleet of tiny caiques and a thriving boatyard that still builds them. It has a quaint,
mulberry-shaded main street ending at a tiny square with a Hellenic sarcophagus, a baker and a kefanion (coffee shop cum bar). The
main event of the day is the arrival of the ferry. There is little to do but eat, sleep, read , walk and swim...that´s it .
A nice stopover for a day--- or perhaps two. Fabulous scenery, green and turquoise, with paved steps leading down to deserted coves,
small beaches shaded by tamarisk trees and an anchorage for passing yachts. Oddly enough, there are quite a lot of Swedish tourists.

Restless, I took…what else?...a boat excursion, thinking to just get a lift to a nearby cove, Petrokopio, with its
deserted quarry that once sent the finest marble to ancient Ephesus in Turkey and where you can still find chunks of
it on the beach. However, the captain and crew had other ideas and for 5 euro per head, we feasted on a big pan of
moussakka, freshly baked bread, fish grilled over a fire on the beach, local cheeses, salad and wine! It was like a
family picnic! (they don´t get out a lot here....)

Fourni is famous for masses of fresh fish and the Aegean
lobster. We celebrated our anniversary late with the delicious spaghetti
lobster...and got a helping hand to shell it as they cook it whole in the
spaghetti which tastes wonderful but is a bit messy to deal with when
you eat it! Captain Dimitris (of the picnic fame) gave us a fresh fish to
grill. In return he swiped two of our fenders which Jan is not sure we´ll
get back...we´ll have to do a raid after dark....
The tavernas here are very good... and cosy.
As the only yacht here, they keep an eye on where you eat though...
We rented a scooter to tour the whole of the 15 km. one main road. The scenery is fabulous. Step green hillsides with slate and
stone walls that go way, way down to the sea. Occasionally, you can still see the anti-pirate architecture...houses with a sloping
one-sided roof, no windows or chimney, just a low door with a wall in front. We found a little taverna with an extremely friendly
and enthusiastic owner who insisted we try his home-marinated fish (mild and tasty as a dip with bread) and home-made white
wine (like pure grapes...very sweet). If only we could speak the language, we would learn so much from these locals. It feels
remote but some, like 85 yr. old Nikodemus, have travelled the world as seamen. Our host at the waterfront ouzeria, is shortly
going back to work as first officer on a cruise ship doing a Baltic cruise from Copenhagen . It may look quaint but the kids in the
supermarket all hunch over their ipads and tablets in between serving. On the other hand, there is only one cashpoint and it has
been empty for a week now-awaiting fresh supplies of cash, the next important event....finally yesterday evening the money man
arrived , casually strolling off the ferry with a rucksack full of cash and a cheery wave.

The churches here are very lovely with sometimes quite startling icons. The
headless one gave me bad dreams! In one extremely colourful tiny monastery,
the paintings were surrounded with mirror mosaics which we had never seen
anywhere before. A sort of Disneyland touch.

We spent a lovely day at the peaceful cove of Kambi – reading, swimming, eating spinach pies and
watching the local fisherman pounding a sponge he had caught. Fantastic scenic walk across the
headland but killer steps!
The weather is hot and sunny but we are right in the meltemi belt and it has been blowimg
constantly for days. Our destination is Tinos...12 hours away straight west, and the worst open
stretch in the Med for the high winds so we need to wait for it to lessen both here and there.
We have moved for our own safety to the opposite quayside where the swells and turbulence from
the ferry are less. Here, lying alongside, we are blown off the quay rather than pounded onto it all
day and night. As a consequence, there is a gap of maybe a metre to land. We are forced to throw
Tucker onto land and back on board. Fortunately, he thinks it´s some kind of new game! We have
been forced to buy a weapon...a water-pistol to combat the quayside cats! Or no-one gets any sleep!

